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ABSTRACT

10 X 10 Dot Bar Equalizer is an electronic device that changes an audio signal to waveform output 

on an LED display board. This circuit used 100 pieces of LED, one unit of IC LM3915N (Display Driver), 

one unit of IC 4017B (Decade Counter), one unit of IC 4011 (Quad 2 Input NAND Gate), three variables 

resistors and two units of capacitors.

The Display Driver controls the display that interfaced to the LED display panel. Meanwhile the 

horizontal output was controlled by the Decade Counter and the Quad 2 Input NAND Gate is used to 

control the speed of the LEDs that had been interfaced by the Decade Counter.

A +9V supply (battery) is used to generate the circuit and the display will blink when an audio 

signal input pinned into the input point. This circuit acts like the other equalizer circuit but the 

simplification and the cost make it a bit different from the other equalizer circuit. Any audio system such as 

television, radio or any audio appliances commonly use this circuit. It is because these device can produce 

an audio signal and as a result, a beautiful light, blinks is displayed through the arrangement of LED’s.
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OBJECTIVES

There are two mam objectives why we are constructing and finishing this project? First, we want 

to convert any audio signal from any audio system to a waveform output on the LED display panel. To 

display the output wave form on the LED display panel was the second objectives. We have faced a lot of 

problem in reaching this objectives. Mistake in constructing the circuit on the breadboard and on the PCD 

was the most happened. But that not lust our spirit in finishing this project.'
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